2007 chevy avalanche front suspension diagram

Chevrolet cars and trucks use torsion bars where normal coil or leaf springs will not fit. The
bars have the added advantage of being adjustable. The torsion bar suspension has become
popular in Chevy's 4WD truck line, in which the switch to independent front suspension IFS
leaves little room for a standard coil spring. The average backyard mechanic can adjust the
torsion bars on a Chevrolet in about 20 minutes. Lift the Chevy with the floor jack, placing the
jack head underneath a frame rail and pumping the lever until the desired wheel is in the air.
This relieves the torsion bar of the weight, and makes it easier to turn the adjustment bolt. Place
a jack stand near the jack head on the same frame rail, for support. Crawl underneath the
vehicle and locate the rear torsion bar mount, attached to the frame. On most Chevrolet models,
it is just behind the brake assembly on the frame rail. By viewing the mount from the bottom,
the adjustment bolt is visible, nestled into the mount's twin supports. Turn the adjustment bolt
clockwise with a socket wrench to increase the spring rate of the torsion bar, and lift the
vehicle's suspension. Most Chevrolet and GMC trucks will use an 18mm socket head. Adding
spring rate will also make the suspension harder on bumps, and firmer around corners. Remove
the jack stand and lower the vehicle. Repeat the procedure on the opposite wheel. Eli Laurens is
a ninth-grade physics teacher as well as a computer programmer and writer. He studied
electrical engineering and architecture at Southern Polytechnic University in Marietta, Ga. Step
1 Lift the Chevy with the floor jack, placing the jack head underneath a frame rail and pumping
the lever until the desired wheel is in the air. Step 2 Crawl underneath the vehicle and locate the
rear torsion bar mount, attached to the frame. Step 3 Turn the adjustment bolt clockwise with a
socket wrench to increase the spring rate of the torsion bar, and lift the vehicle's suspension.
Don't turn the adjustment bolt all the way in, this is too much spring rate and could damage the
suspension. Socket set Floor jack Jack stand. Use extreme caution when working underneath a
lifted vehicle. Repair manual for Chevrolet Avalanche , contains a detailed description of the
device, a manual and procedures related to the maintenance of Chevrolet Avalanche , which
were produced from to and equipped with gasoline engines with a working volume of 5. Before
you are a well-crafted management team that has collected detailed information on the
maintenance of Chevrolet Avalanche vehicles, the operation manual , repair information,
adjustments to the engine components cooling, lubrication, starting and charging, cylinder
shut-off, fuel injection, phase change gas distribution , recommendations for the adjustment
and repair of automatic transmission, Full Drive Full Time, Part Time , the elements of the
braking system, including the anti-lock braking system ABS , the electric system Nogo
redistribution of braking forces EBD , traction control TCS , driving stability system VSES ,
steering, suspension including changes damper system ESC and an automatic leveling system
of the body ALC. The manual contains diagnostic trouble codes for Chevrole Avalanche. Here,
possible model malfunctions and methods for eliminating these damages are considered, the
interrelated dimensions of the main vehicle parts and the limits of their permissible wear, the
lubricants and fluids recommended for operation, the catalog numbers required for vehicle
maintenance are presented. The manual will also be useful for mechanics of auto repair shops,
roadside service stations and other professionals serving cars of this class and striving to
implement it as soon as possible and without error. Your email address will not be published.
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Multiple Vehicles. Intermediate Steering Shaft Kit. The Chevrolet Avalanche has 2 electronic
struts in the front, and 2 air shocks and 2 coil springs in the rear of the vehicle. Adjusting for
load, the electronic air shocks will self-level when the weight causes the height of the vehicle to

change via a signal from level-sensors to a control module. The coil springs are fairly weak, so
the air shocks have to help hold the vehicle level. Shocks were designed to control the
dampening of a vehicle, not to help support its weight. This costly active air suspension system
and be replaced by one of many of our Strutmasters passive suspension conversion kits. Get
fast, same day shipping on any products in stock when you order before 3 p. Eastern on any
normal business day. No matter what you suspension needs, Strutmasters has you covered.
Need help finding your suspension solution? Give Strutmasters a call at today. Here at
Strutmasters we understand that our customers want to know what is going on with their
vehicle and understand what they are buying. Unlike other companies, all of our Chevrolet
Avalanche kits are built right here in Roxboro, NC, and we can prove it! Chevrolet Avalanche
suspension systems are great but when the Chevrolet Avalanche struts fail or the Chevrolet
Avalanche air springs go out, it's almost impossible to drive. Find everything you need for your
air suspension repair and maintenance at Strutmasters. Save even more money if you convert
to our Chevrolet Avalanche conversion kit for a smooth and soft ride. No more sagging ride,
leaking struts or bad compressor problems. Call an Expert Now. Vehicle Model Select Model.
Vehicle Year Select Year. We offer the following products and more for your Chevrolet
Avalanche Chevrolet Avalanche Air suspension replacement kits like air springs , compressors
, dryers , and solenoids are available so purists can keep their air suspension riding as smooth
as the day they bought their vehicle. Strutmasters conversion kits are designed to bolt directly
onto your vehicle without drilling or other modifications. Chevrolet Avalanche Lift kits help
increase ground clearance and allow you to install taller tires for even more ground clearance.
Lift kits are also available for specific Strutmasters conversion kits. Chevrolet Avalanche Load
leveling kits compensate for rear end sag when towing heavy loads. Keeping your vehicle level
helps you to maintain control when you are towing. Chevrolet Avalanche Shock absorbers and
struts absorb the impact on your suspension and help keep the tires firmly planted on the road.
Replace them every 50, miles for the best ride possible. Chevrolet Avalanche Strut mounts wear
out just like any other suspension component and need to be replaced when you replace your
struts. We carry new mounts for every strut we sell. Chevrolet Avalanche Suspension Parts You
Can Trust Get fast, same day shipping on any products in stock when you order before 3 p.
Select Your Vehicle. Select Your Chevrolet Avalanche Model. Shop by Make and Model Here at
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vehicle and understand what they are buying. It features more power and fuel economy, a leaner
and more agile looking design, a refined interior, and more safety equipment. Inside, by
lowering the instrument panel and deepening the windshield, the Avalanche's interior is
roomier, airier, and more comfortable. In addition, the redesigned Avalanche has more
substantial seats with easier entry. Avalanche can be configured with a full safety system of
occupant protection and crash-avoidance technology including available head curtain side air
bags and standard StabiliTrak stability control system with rollover mitigation technology.
Warranty coverage is increased for , with a new five-year or ,mile powertrain warranty that's
fully transferable and includes roadside assistance for the full period. Close this Model value:
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function as both a truck and an SUV. The midgate opens to increase cargo-carrying potential
from 5. With the midgate closed, the Avalanche can seat up to six passengers. To cater to a
wide range of uses and customers the fully functional and comfortable Read more The Chevy
Avalanche's unique midgate system gives it a distinctive look and allows it to function as both a
truck and an SUV. Close this Model overview: The redesigned Chevy Avalanche is built on GM's
new full-size SUV platform, which features a new, fully boxed frame, rack-and-pinion steering,
coil-over-shock front suspension, and wider front and rear tracks. An enhanced interior
increases the vehicle's comfort. Improved aerodynamics add to the Avalanche's improved
efficiency, and make for a quieter ride compared to Read more The redesigned Chevy
Avalanche is built on GM's new full-size SUV platform, which features a new, fully boxed frame,
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rear-seat DVD entertainment system with an eight-inch screen. Firmer foams and more
aggressive bolsters have improved the Avalanche's front seats, while the Avalanche's unique
rear seat still allows for easy access to the midgate system. Standard safety features include
stability control, a tire pressure monitoring system, and OnStar. New safety attributes for the

Avalanche include available roof-mounted side curtain air bags with rollover protection for front
and rear seats, and rain-sensing windshield wipers with heated washers. Close this There's a
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Verified Purchase. More parts than I wanted to replace, so I didn't use them all. The ones I used
worked great. You can rent from most auto parts stores. EDIT: after about 1 year this front end
has not held up well. Not worth it like I initially thought. Worth the money. Good quality WITH
grease fittings. Very complete set good quality for the price with grease certs. I have a Tahoe
Z71 and this suspension kit fit perfectly well without any problems or hiccups. I would also
recommend this to anyone looking to replace their suspension parts. All the parts showed up
individually wrapped. After close inspection, everything seems to be here as ordered. One nice
surprise is that each item has its own grease zirk and cotter pin if that part requires it separately
wrapped inside the part itself. Seems well made and is a correct match for my Silverado Classic.
I compared the uppers to the OEM on the truck and they appear to be as thick and sturdy. Now
on with the install. Images in this review. Quality parts that sit tight. I can actually feel the new
control arms and ball joints as opposed to the sloppy feel of the old set after 17 years.
Relatively easy installation if you have the right tools; only took a couple of hours once the
penetrative started working on the old parts. Everything worked great. One person found this
helpful. See all reviews.
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